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The dark-energy component of the Universe still remains a mystery; however, several papers based
on observational data have shown that its equation of state may have an oscillatory behaviour. In
this paper, we provide a general description for the dark-energy equation of state w(z) in the form
of a Fourier series. This description generalizes some previous dynamical dark-energy models and is
in agreement with the w(z) reconstructions. We make use of a modified version of a simple and fast
Markov chain Monte Carlo code to constrain the model parameters. For the analysis we use data
from supernovae type Ia, baryon acoustic oscillations, H(z) measurements and cosmic microwave
background. We provide a comparison of the proposed model with ΛCDM, wCDM and the standard
Taylor approximation. The Fourier-series expansion of w(z) is preferred from ΛCDM at more than
the 3σ significance level based on the improvement in the fit alone. We use the Akaike criterion
to perform the model comparison and find that, even though there are extra parameters, there is
a slight preference for the Fourier series compared with the ΛCDM model. The preferred shape
of w(z) found here puts in jeopardy the single scalar field models, as they cannot reproduce the
crossing of the phantom divide line w = 1.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
The dark energy is still an unknown negative pressure cosmic component for which the simplest case is given in
terms of a perfect fluid with an equation of state (EoS) p = wρ with w = −1, this particular model is commonly
named as the cosmological constant Λ and it is a key piece of the standard cosmological model: the ΛCDM model.
Even though the standard cosmological model fits well with most of the current astronomical observations, there exist
important tensions among different recent data sets. For instance, the value of H0 measured from CMB data by the
Planck Collaboration [1] is 3.4σ lower than the local value reported by Riess et al. [2]. The matter density fraction
consistent with the Lyman-α forest measurement of the baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) is smaller than the one
preferred by CMB measurements [3]. On the other hand, based on the most minimal a priori assumptions, model
independent reconstructions of the evolution of the dark energy EoS parameter exhibit a dynamical behaviour of w(z)
[4–7], putting in tension the ΛCDM model amongst several models for which w = constant. From the theoretical
point of view, the standard cosmological model also carries out several important theoretical problems such as the
absence of physical grounds to justify the cosmological constant, the coincidence problem and fine tuning, see [8–10].
In order to get around these issues, there have been plenty of proposals to describe the general behaviour of this
dark component, i.e. scalar fields (quintessence, K-essence, phantom, quintom, non-minimally coupled scalar fields,
etc.) [11], modified gravity [12], interacting dark energy [13] and divergence free parameterizations [14], among many
others [15].
Dark energy parameterizations of the EoS parameter are a set of phenomenological models that consist of assuming
that the dark energy behaves as a perfect fluid with a dynamical equation of state, that is p = w(z)ρ, without any
other assumption about the origin of this behaviour from fundamental physics. The main goal of this approach is to
model the time evolution of w(z(t)) from observational data which can give important insights about the evolution
of the dark energy and put a phenomenological basis for its theoretical description. Here we briefly summarise some
of these models.
First, one of the most popular time-evolving parameterizations consists of expanding w in a Taylor series around
a = 1 (today): w(a) =
∑N
i=0(1− a)iwi, where N defines the order of the polynomial expansion and wi are constant
values. The trivial case, when N = 0, is w(a) = w0 also known as wCDM model, and clearly for the particular case of
w0 = −1 we return to the well-known cosmological constant. The case N = 1, i.e. w(a) = w0 + (1−a)w1 corresponds
to the very well-known Chevallier-Polarski-Linder (CPL) model [16, 17], this richer model has been widely studied
[18] and can be mapped into another dark energy models like quintessence and barotropic dark energy [19]. A recent
study of several cases of wCDM and CPL models can be found in [20], here the authors compare the models by
performing different statistical criteria in order to highlight the differences. For higher orders N = 2, 3, 4, a nice
analysis is performed in [21], the authors by analysing cosmological data (SNIa, CMB, LSS, H(z), BAO) conclude
that the concordance cosmological constant model (w = −1) is still safely consistent with these observational data at
the 68% confidence level. However, when adding the high-redshift BAO measurement from the Lyα forest of BOSS
DR11 quasars into the calculation there is a significant impact on the reconstruction result, the w prefers values
significantly smaller than -1.
Parameterizations which use power laws and exponential functions with two and three free parameters were analysed
by Martins et al. in [22]. Through a standard statistical analysis of cosmological data (SNIa, H(z)) they set constraints
at the present-day values of the dark energy EoS and in the asymptotic past in these models. They conclude that
the dark energy EoS near the present day must be very similar to that of a cosmological constant, and any significant
deviations from this behaviour can only occur in the deep matter era.
Another approach consists in phenomenological models using trigonometric functions. A first attempt was proposed
by Linder arguing that oscillating dark energy models offer one idea for solving the coincidence problem [23], the
ansatz considers an EoS parameter with the form of w(a) = w0−A sin(B ln a) where the natural period of the cosmic
expansion is given by H−1 = (d ln a/dt)−1, so they examine periodicity in units of the e-folding scale ln a. A further
work of Pace et al. [24] studies the imprints on the formation and evolution of cosmic structures in six different
variations of this particular dark energy model. Moreover, from a phantom scalar field conformally coupled to gravity
model Kurek et al. obtain a parameterization of the type w(z) = −1 + (1 + z)3[C1 cos(ln(1 + z)) + C2 sin(ln(1 + z))]
[25]. In the reference [26] Pan et al. study several oscillating dark energy models: wI = w0 + b[1 − cos(ln(1 + z))],
wII = w0 + b sin(ln(1 + z)), wIII = w0 + b[
sin(1+z)
1+z − sin 1] and wIV = w0 + b[ z1+z cos(1 + z)], see references therein
to see the motivation of the selection of these particular phenomenological models. They perform a confrontation of
these dark energy parameterizations with observational data (JLA, SNIa, BAO, CMB, redshift space distortion, weak
gravitational lensing, H(z)) they find that the best-fit characters of almost all models are bent towards the phantom
region; nevertheless, in all of them, the quintessential regime is also allowed within 1σ confidence level. Finally, they
perform the Bayesian analysis, which shows that the current observational data supports the ΛCDM paradigm over this
set of oscillating dark energy parameterizations. A complementary study for this set of models is done in [27], where
3the authors compute the statefinder parameters, and at the level of linear cosmological perturbations they compute
the growth index as well as the combination parameter fσ8, obtaining similar conclusions. In Jaime et al. [28] the
authors propose a cosine-like parameterization for the dark energy EoS with the form w = −1 + w01+w1 zw2 cos(w3 + z)
which can reproduce some successful f(R) gravity models with a precision between [0.5%-0.8%] over the numerical
solutions, using observational data from BAO, SNIa, and cosmic chronometers they investigate the constraints on the
new EoS parameters.
The aforementioned reconstruction of w(z) from observational data shows that the shape of w(z) crosses the
phantom divide line (PDL) w = −1 several times, having an oscillating behaviour and puts in jeopardy many dark
energy models such as ΛCDM and single scalar field models that are unable to cross the PDL. This oscillating w(z)
can be modelled with Taylor series of third order or more, but has its limitations; first, the expansion has to be done
around a specific point which commonly is around z = 0 and this implies that far away from the expansion point the
approximation may not be accurate; second, the expansion is done with polynomials and to describe an oscillatory
function many terms are needed to get a good representation and third, sufficiently far from z = 0 the polynomial
always grows or decreases monotonically.
If we want to model an oscillating w(z), trigonometric functions are a natural choice and therefore in this work we
generalise this idea using a general description of w(z) in the form of Fourier series. This approach avoids the Taylor
expansion problems mentioned before: the expansion is done over a period and not a point, there are needed less
terms of the series to reproduce well the oscillations and the trigonometric functions are bounded. We show that the
Fourier series approach fits better to the data than Taylor expansion models.
The present work is organised in the following way: first in section (II) we provide a general description for the
model proposed in this work. Then in section (III) the methodology of the data analysis is done. The results and
constraints of the proposed models as well as its comparison with different models are shown in (IV). Finally the
conclusion and discussion of the results are presented in (V).
II. THE OSCILLATING DARK ENERGY MODEL
The general idea of this work is to consider the EoS parameter w(a) as a Fourier series in the interval 1 ≥ a ≥ amed
(remembering the convention of the value of the scale factor at present time a(t0) ≡ 1), a linear adjust in the interval
amed ≥ a ≥ aini and w = −1 otherwise. The motivation of selecting these intervals is the following. First, the available
data shows a possible oscillating behaviour of w at low redshifts (0 ≤ z . 2.5) [5], thus the first natural approximation
is to use trigonometric functions and then in a more general form use the Fourier series. Then, at higher redshifts
(z & 3) there is not enough evidence about the behaviour of w different from the cosmological constant, i.e. we use
w = −1. To join these two different behaviours in a continuous way we use a transitional interval in which w is linear.
We impose that at the transition points, amed and aini, the value of the functions used by our model is continuous,
wF (amed) = wL(amed) and wL(aini) = wC = −1, where the subscripts F,L,C correspond to the Fourier, linear and
constant parts of w. Therefore, the piecewise function of the EoS parameter w in terms of the scale factor is:
w(a) =

−1 aini > a,
m (a− aini) + b amed ≥ a ≥ aini,
w0
2
+
∞∑
n=1
(
an sin
[
2npi
T
(a− amed)
]
+ bn cos
[
2npi
T
(a− amed)
])
1 ≥ a ≥ amed.
(1)
In terms of the redshift a = (z + 1)−1 we have
w(z) =

−1 zini < z,
m
(
1
z+1 − 1zini+1
)
+ b zmed ≤ z ≤ zini,
w0
2 +
∑∞
n=1
(
an sin
[
2npi
T
(
1
z+1 − 1zmed+1
)]
+ bn cos
[
2npi
T
(
1
z+1 − 1zmed+1
)])
0 ≤ z ≤ zmed.
(2)
where T = 1−amed is the period. The constants of the linear equation, m and b, can be calculated from the equation
of a line given two points (P1, P2):
P1 = (amed, w(amed)) ≡ (amed, wmed) =
(
amed,
w0
2
+
∞∑
n=1
bn
)
, (3)
P2 = (aini, w(aini)) ≡ (aini, wini) = (amed, −1), (4)
4therefore
m =
wmed − wini
amed − aini =
w0
2 +
∑
n bn + 1
amed − aini , (5)
b = wini = −1. (6)
To calculate the dark energy density ρde we have to solve the conservation equation
ρ˙de + 3H(1 + w)ρde = 0, (7)
⇒ ρde = A exp
[
−3
∫
(1 + w)
da
a
]
, (8)
where A is the integration constant. Performing the integral for the different parts of w(a) we have:
ρF = AF a
−3(1+w02 ) exp
[
−3
∞∑
n=1
Ci(anθ)[bn cos(amednθ)− an sin(amednθ)]
]
×
exp
[
−3
∞∑
n=1
Si(anθ)[an cos(amednθ) + bn sin(amednθ)]
]
, (9)
ρL = AL a
1+b+3mainie3ma, (10)
ρC = AC . (11)
Where AF , AL, AC are the integration constants for each particular case, θ = 2pi/T and, Ci and Si are the cosine
integral and sine integral defined as:
Ci(x) = −
∫ ∞
x
cos t
t
dt, Si(x) =
∫ x
0
sin t
t
dt, (12)
which in the interval 1 ≥ a ≥ amed are well defined. The integration constants are calculated by solving the system:
ρF (amed) = ρL(amed), ρL(aini) = ρC(aini) and to close the system we use ρF (a(t0)) ≡ ρ0 (the energy density of the
dark energy today). Solving, we obtain the integration constants:
AF = ρ
(0)
de exp
[
3
∞∑
n=1
[Ci(nθ)fn + Si(nθ)gn]
]
, (13)
AL = AF a
−3(w02 −b+ainim)
med exp
[
3
∞∑
n=1
[amedm− fn Ci(amed nθ)− gn Si(amed nθ)]
]
, (14)
AC = AL a
−3(1+b−ainim)
ini e
−3ainim, (15)
where ρ
(0)
de = ρde(a = 1) and we have defined the auxiliary functions
fn = bn cos(amed nθ)− an sin(amed nθ), (16)
gn = an cos(amed nθ) + bn sin(amed nθ). (17)
Given the energy density of the dark energy, we can calculate the Hubble function for a cosmological model of a
universe filled with matter (baryonic and dark matter), radiation (photons, neutrinos, etc.) and dark energy:
H = H0
(
Ω(0)m a
−3 + Ω(0)r a
−4 + Ω(0)de ρde/ρ
(0)
de
)1/2
, (18)
remembering that Ωi = ρi/ρcrit for the i − th commponent, ρcrit is the critical density of the Universe and Ω(0)i =
ρ
(0)
i /ρ
(0)
crit = (8piG/3H
2
0 )ρ
(0)
i . As an example, Figure 1 displays w(z), ρ(z) and H(z) for the first two harmonics of the
Fourier series, the constant case and ΛCDM.
III. METHOLOGY
In order to perform the parameter space exploration, and select the best-fit model, we make use of a modified
version of a simple and fast Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) code that computes expansion rates and distances
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FIG. 1: Left panel: dark energy EoS parameter w(z), middle panel: energy density ρ(z) of the dark energy and
right panel: Hubble function H(z) with data from [31]. In solid black and blue lines the first two harmonics of the
Fourier series N = 2, 1 (number of pairs of an and bn of the expansion), in red the case with only the constant term
w0 of the series and the dotted black line corresponds to the ΛCDM model. The used values of an, bn and w0 for
this plot were taken from Table I.
from the Friedmann equation, named SimpleMC [29, 30]. The datasets considered throughout the analysis include a
compressed version of the Planck data (PLK), a recent reanalysis of SNIa data, and high-precision BAO measurements
at different redshifts up to z < 2.36 [29]. We also include a collection of currently available H(z) measurements (HD),
see [31] and references therein. We assume a flat ΛCDM universe described by the following parameters: Ωbh
2 and
ΩDM are the physical baryon density and dark matter density, respectively, relative to the critical density, and h the
dimensionless Hubble parameter such that H0 = 100hs
−1Mpc−1km. Here the neutrinos are massless and the effective
number of relativistic species has the standard ΛCDM value of Neff = 3.04. The code neglects perturbations for the
dark energy, but this could be an important point to deal with in a future work. The SimpleMC code contains the
Gelman-Rubin convergence criterion (R), which typically is set up to be 0.97 < R < 1.03; for an extended review
of cosmological parameter inference in cosmology see [32]. In our Fourier description we introduce a set of free
parameters w0, an, bn to describe the overall shape of the dark energy equation-of-state w(z). The transition points
selected are zini = 3.0 and zmed = 2.8. For each of them, we allow variations in amplitudes with conservative flat
priors w0 = [−3,−1] and an, bn = [−1.5, 1.5]. Left columns on Table I display the parameters used throughout each
description of w(z).
We perform a model comparison in order to select the best description for the equation-of-state w(z). The main
aim of model selection is to balance the goodness of fit to the observational data against the complexity of the model,
in this case given by the extra free parameters. One way to carry out this process is by calculating the Bayesian
evidence, which naturally incorporates a penalisation factor through the prior volume of the parameter space [4, 6].
Calculating the evidence could be challenging and a computationally demanding process. In this work, however,
for simplicity and noticing the near-gaussianity of the posterior distributions, we focus on the information criteria
methods such as the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). The AIC is defined as:
AIC = −2 lnLmax + 2k, (19)
where the first term incorporates the goodness-of-fit through the likelihood L, and the second term is interpreted as
the penalisation factor given by two times the extra number of parameters (k) of the model. The more complex the
model is, the faster the penalty term takes over. For a small number of datapoints N , it is important to attach a
correction term to the AIC [33], given by
AICC = AIC +
2k(k + 1)
N − k − 1 . (20)
Therefore the preferred model is the one that minimises the AICC.
IV. RESULTS
Table I displays the mean and 1σ error values obtained during the analysis for the coefficients on each Fourier
expansion. For each model the first row uses data from SNIa+BAO+HD, while the second row additionally includes
6TABLE I: Constraints on the set of parameters used on each description for w(z). For one-tailed distributions the
upper limit 95% C.L. is given and for two-tailed the 68% is shown. Its corresponding plot is displayed in Figure 3.
For each parameterization of w(z) we have considered two sets of data: first row contains SNIa+BAO+HD, while
the second row additionally includes PLK data. Second column describes the specific model chosen in the text, with
x = 2piT (
1
z+1 − 1zmed+1 ).
Model w0 a1 b1 a2 b2 −2 lnLmax S/N *∆AICC
ΛCDM −2 0 0 0 0 68.98 0 0
−2 0 0 0 0 73.44 0 0
(a) w0
2
−1.82± 0.12 0 0 0 0 67.06 1.4σ 0.3
−1.93± 0.08 0 0 0 0 73.84 0.5σ 2.6
(b) w0 +
z
1+z
a1
** −0.87± 0.11 −0.28± 0.58 0 0 0 67.08 1.4σ 2.7
−0.94± 0.10 −0.11± 0.34 0 0 0 73.66 0.5σ 4.8
(c) w0
2
+ a1 sin(x) −2.06± 0.32 −0.16± 0.20 0 0 0 66.74 1.5σ 2.3
−2.01± 0.12 −0.10± 0.11 0 0 0 73.24 0.4σ 4.4
(d) w0
2
+ b1 cos(x) −1.78± 0.13 0 −0.11± 0.12 0 0 66.12 1.7σ 1.7
−1.94± 0.08 0 −0.06± 0.11 0 0 73.50 0.2σ 4.6
(e) w0
2
+ a1 sin(x) −2.12± 0.33 −0.22± 0.21 −0.12± 0.13 0 0 65.84 1.8σ 3.8
+b1 cos(x) −2.09± 0.14 −0.19± 0.13 −0.17± 0.12 0 0 71.56 1.4σ 5.1
(f) a1 sin(x) + b1 cos(x) −2 −0.09± 0.08 −0.54± 0.23 −0.54± 0.27 0 61.52 2.7σ −0.5
+a2 sin(2x) −2 −0.07± 0.09 −0.26± 0.12 −0.27± 0.17 0 69.66 1.9σ 3.2
(g) w0
2
+ a1 sin(x) + b1 cos(x) −2.34± 0.31 −0.29± 0.20 −0.70± 0.29 −0.72± 0.34 0 61.24 2.8σ 1.7
+a2 sin(2x) −2.53± 0.24 −0.38± 0.17 −0.70± 0.23 −0.76± 0.28 0 63.94 3.1σ −0.1
(h) w0
2
+ a1 sin(x) + b1 cos(x) −2.31± 0.31 −0.28± 0.22 −0.65± 0.30 −0.67± 0.34 0.02± 0.23 61.40 2.8σ 4.4
+a2 sin(2x) + b2 cos(2x) −2.50± 0.28 −0.41± 0.22 −0.66± 0.27 −0.70± 0.30 0.13± 0.26 64.26 3.0σ 0.2
* Signal-to-noise ratio =
√
2∆ lnL of w(z) deviating from ΛCDM based on the improvement in the fit alone.
** This particular model corresponds to the CPL parameterization.
PLK data. The last three columns of the table contain statistical information in order to provide an insight for the best
model. Notice that some of the best-fit values of the parameters are located right outside the ΛCDM model, within
statistical significance. Of particular interest are the last three models where deviations from the standard values
a1 = b1 = a2 = 0 are more noticeable, and hence leading to a significant improvement on the likelihood. For instance
model (f), with three extra parameters and fixed w0, has deviations from ΛCDM at about 2σ –according to the
signal-to-noise ratio in the fit alone–. Moreover, if w0 is let to be a free parameter in model (g), the best-fit improves
significantly as a consequence of w0 being different from the standard value w0 = −2 and deviations from ΛCDM
increment up to 3σ. The inclusion of extra parameters improves the fit to the data (dash lines in Figure 2), however,
also carries out a penalisation factor that affects directly the Akaike criteria (solid lines in Figure 2). That is, even
though model (h) contains an extra parameter b2, however, it has no impact on improving the fit considerably. This
is a consequence of b2 being close to zero and hence providing no contribution to enhance the description of the data.
Nevertheless, because of this increment of the number of parameters the penalty term takes over and hence the AIC
value raises back again. We can go even further adding parameters, however as we have seen, the penalisation factor
dominates and also more freedom brings more correlations between parameters and therefore noisier reconstructions.
Figure 3 shows the posterior distribution (with 1σ and 2σ confidence levels) for the equation-of-state w(z) given the
set of MC chains for each description. As expected, adding parameters provides more structure than the cosmological
constant. Let us have a look again at the last three models, where the shape of w(z) resembles a similar form already
obtained in previous analyses, i.e. [4–6]. Throughout these reconstructions we notice the presence of two peaks, the
major one located at z ∼ 0.8 and a small one at z ∼ 0.2 (similar positions to the ones obtained in paper [5]). It is
also observed that at the present time (z = 0) and high redshifts (z > 1) slightly favoured w < −1, while at redshift
(z ∼ 0.8) w > −1 is preferred, and hence the reconstructed w(z) exhibits the crossing of the PDL several times.
The crossing of the PDL plays a key role in identifying the correct dark energy model. If future surveys confirm
its existence, single scalar field theories (with minimal assumptions) might be in serious problems as they cannot
reproduce this essential feature, and therefore alternative models should be considered. A key point to stress out is
that the cosmological constant w = −1 lays down far outside of the 2σ region (outer solid black line), particularly at
high redshift on the second plot of model (g) of Figure 3. The richness of this form is a consequence of releasing some
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FIG. 2: Red bar plots show the inclusion of extra parameters improves the fit to the data, seen through
−2∆ lnLmax (compare to ΛCDM). We can go even further adding parameters, however this increment causes that
penalty term (gray bar plot) dominates and hence the AICC value raises back again. Therefore, the preferred
model is the one that minimises the AICC (solid lines). Blue colour additionally includes PLK data.
tensions between datasets, specially for the high-z BAO.
Of all the models presented in Table I, model (g) deviates the most from the cosmological constant (3.1σ). Figure 4
displays 1D and 2D marginalised posterior distributions for the parameters used to describe model (g). The vertical
dashed lines, which correspond to the ΛCDM model, give an insight to the amount of deviation that each parameter
presents, in particular parameters b1 and a2 deviate the most from the standard values. Here we also notice some
parameters are highly correlated. In a future work we would perform a dimensional reduction analysis (i.e. PCA)
which decreases the penalty factor, but still preserves a similar shape of w(z) and hence −2 lnL keeps a similar value.
On the other hand, the right panel of Figure 4 displays the w(z) and ρ(z) contributions from each term in the Fourier
expansion. The a2 parameter contribution looks very alike to the full Fourier expansion, and hence its importance in
the reconstruction. Similarly the b1 parameter enhances the amplitude of the major peak and provides contributions
to the low-negative values of w(z) and redshift today.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this work were proposed Fourier series to describe the dynamical dark energy EoS parameter w(z). This approach
reproduces the oscillating behaviour of w(z) shown in reconstructions from observational data. Also generalises
previous dynamical dark energy proposals from trigonometrical functions and avoids some problems inherent of
models based on the Taylor series, like the divergence at relative high redshift (∼ 3). For several selected cases of the
Fourier series, the parameters were constrained from data using a simpleMC and compared with other models such
as ΛCDM and a particular case of Taylor series (CPL model). We noticed that as the number of parameters increase
(i.e. terms of the series), more correlations amongst them are created, and also an increment to the penalisation factor
in the Akaike criteria. The Fourier series approach yields to a better fit to the data by more than 3σ in comparison
to the cosmological constant w = −1, therefore having a clear preference for a dynamical dark energy behaviour.
Moreover, if we compare the particular model (g) against the CPL parameterization, we found that model (g) is
preferred by more than 3σ, also the difference in the Akaike criteria is ∆AICC = −4.9, which can be considered
as a strong evidence against the CPL description. With this analysis, in a model independent way, we are able to
discriminate the cosmological constant and provide a better fit than the Taylor expansion – in particular the CPL
parameterization–. We have considered the AICC to penalise the extra parameters introduced in our analysis. Even
though this penalisation factor acts strongly, the criteria still tells us that a Fourier expansion provides a slightly better
explanation of the data, specially to the inclusion of BAO at high redshift. This first analysis of considering w(z) as a
Fourier series, has its success in having a natural oscillatory behaviour and being compatible with model-independent
reconstructions. More and better observational data are needed to test in more detail this proposal, however, it seems
that the multiple crosses of the PDL are unavoidable, putting in conflict some simple models for dark energy such as
the cosmological constant, simple scalar fields, CPL and low-order Taylor series.
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FIG. 3: These plots show the posterior probability Pr(w|z): the probability of w as normalised in each slice of
constant z, with colour scale in confidence interval values. The 1σ and 2σ confidence intervals are plotted as black
lines. Left panel for each set contains SN+BAO+HD datasets, while the right panel includes additionally PLK data.
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